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y service men from
county are now with
Army, 39th Engineer
' hit in Italy, having
t. in the Sicily hivesthe invasion of Italy
hey are Pfc. Dan T.
merly of N. Jefferson
i•rinceton, Send Pfc.
Bryant, of the Cobb
Both have received
for excellent work in
.ridges, culverts, highother projects of enThe 39th was set
January, 1945, at Oran,
Algeria, where it asks in French Morocco
ern 'Algeria, late goicily and the Italian

County Asked To
Equal Last Year's
Red Cross Gifts

BUTLER BOYS WIN ROTARY CLUB TOURNEY

Chairmen Of Campaign
Committees Named;
Rally For Workers
Scheduled Feb. 27
While no change has been
made as yet in Caldwell county's
"base quota" in the approaching
Red Cross financial campaign, it
is hoped this community will
contribute at least as much as it
did last year, when $7,700 was
raised, Campaign Chairman Thos.
J. Simmons was advised this
week by Eastern Area Headquarters.
Chairmen of various committees to solicit funds for the Red
Cross, in the drive, scheduled to
begin March 1, are: Special gifts,
Frank G. Wood; industries, Carl
Sparks; business district, Merle
Drain; residential district, Mrs.
Will Loftus; downtown booths,
Mrs. Frank Wood; city schools,
C. A Horn; county schools, Edw.
F. Blackburn; county communities, J. F. Graham, and Fredonia,
Seth Wigginton.
The various women's organizations of Princeton will have
charge of downtown booths, as in
former years, Mr. Simmons said,
with the day each is to serve to
be made public later.
The county has been divided
into neighborhoods, with key
workers and a quota assigned to
each. Names of these workers
will be published next week, the
chairman indicated.
Plans are now being perfected for a rally of all Red Cross
workers, to be held Tuesday,
Feb. 27, time and place to be
decided. Mr. Simmons said he
expects to receive several displays next week from national
headquarters of the Red Cross,
showing services rendered to
prisoners of War, blood plasma,
in army camps and hospitals,
and on and immediately behind
the fighting fronts.
A motion picture, "At His
Side," will be shown pupils of
Eastside and Butler schools next
week and another film, "Seeing
Them Through," is scheduled for
showing to the Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs at their regular meet—
ings. This picture will also be
shown at the Capitol Theater.
Several letters have already
been received from men in the
armed forces overseas praising
the work of the Red Cross, Mr.
Simmons said, and these will be
published, in advertisements and
in news stories, during the campaign. Persons having letters
from relatives in the services
which contain mention of the
Red Cross and its assistance to
them are asked to lend the letters for use in publicizing the
drive here, sending them to Mr.
Simmons or to this newspaper.
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Tigers Win Title
In Rotary Club's
Benefit Tourney
Underprivileged Children's Fund Nets $600
From Events Staged
At Fredonia

Observe This Week
For Friends' Sake!
All who have borrowed
books during the last year and
have neglected to return them,
remember this week is the
Second Annual Return Borrowed Books Week.
It's a period when borrowed books can be returned with
out embarrassment, regardless
of how long they have been
kept from their rightful owner.
Most people who own books
are much attached to them
and lend them only as a special favor to friends. For that
reason, borrowers should return them promptly and unharmed.

Farm Bureau To
Meet Sat. Feb. 24

18 Inducted Al
Louisville Feb. 1

Mrs.C.B.Meadows
Called By Death

Sewing Class To
Start February 20

Blood Donors At
Henderson Today

Game & Fish Club
To Meet Friday

'BIG THREE'IN CONFERENCE AT YALTA PALACE, CRIMEA

Marion Terrors
Tigers' Foe Friday

4uo'

r

13 Stores Will Close
At 7 o'clock Saturday Nights Through
April 28

The Rotary Club's under-priAll solicitors of advertising,
vileged children's fund Is $600
both local and outsiders, must
better off and Butler High's
obtain written authorization for
their project from the Retail
Tigers copped a title and a troMerchants Association in future,
phy as champions as result of
it was decided by that organizathe Invitational basketball tourntion at a meeting held last Friament played at Fredonia High
night, Merle Drain, president,
gym last weekend.
said this week.
Francis High, of Crittenden
Also, all solicitors of donations who do not have written
county, also was presented a
sanction from the Retail Mertrophy by the Rotary Club as
chants Association, will be rerunner-up, after playing the
ferred to that organization, it
toughest series of games of any
was voted by the association
squad in the event and dropping
members. This rule will apply in
the final Saturday night to the
all instances except the Red
Luncheon
And
Election
• ••
Princeton boys by a score of 21
Cross and War Fund drives.
Will Feature Annual
to 25.
The association voted to obark Brown's
Session At Eastside
Francis took the role of giant
s Citation
serve five holidays during :the
The annual meeting of the coming year: Fourth of July,
ieutenant Jack W.
killer in the first round Thurson of Mr. and Mrs.
day night by knocking off the Caldwell County Farm Bureau Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christ.wn, Princeton, Route
favored Kuttawa Lyons in a
Eastside School, mas and New Year's, on all of
Winners of the eight-team basketball tournament played on the Fredonia gym floor last week contest that was a thriller from will be held at
ember of an infantry
before large crowds, the Butler High Tigers are pictured above. First row, left to right, B. Cart- the start, final score, 30 to 28. The Saturday, Feb. 24, at noon, M. which days stores here will be
which has been awardclosed.
wright; F. Taylor, Stallins; second row, Franklin, Dorroh, H. Whitsett, B. Whitsett, McGowin; back
Lyons had been rated pre-tourn- P. Brown, president, and W. P.
I epartment Distinguishrow, Russell Goodaker, Coach; Coley, R. Martin, Butler, Pickens, Watson.
Discussion of a proposal to
ament favorite but Francis took Oldham, secretary, announced close all stores Saturday nights
itation for a four-day
an early lead and never was this week in a letter to all mem- at 7 o'clock had and 13 business
Mack Hopson Tells Of
ich resulted in the capheaded.
aiatico, in Italy, it is
bers.
establishments agreed to observe
Kentucky Lake Benefits
Butler disposed of Salem, 49
. from Fifth Alkmy
The meeting will have a lunch- such closing from Feb. 17
In
Rotary
Club
Talk
to
19,
Thursday
afternoon
and
ers in Italy.
eon, with an address by Harper through April 28. Grocery stores
• • •
Mack Hopson, Cadiz, spoke
defeated Trigg County High, 42 Gatton, Madisonville educator, as are not
included in this closing.
to 28, Friday night to enter the
Last Rites For Well
tlett Returns
Army Takes 15, Navy enthusiastically of benefits to
its features. Election of officers
Since
enforcement of the re'finals, both victories coming
• Naval Base
accrue to this part of the State
also is scheduled and outline of cent War Production Board reKnown Woman Held
without too much exertion on
Gets Three Of County's from the new Kentucky Lake at
James Catlett, who has
the Farm Bureau's program for gulation banning electrical adthe part of the ultimate champs.
At Marion
:ting his mother, Mrs.
1945 will be presented.
vertising signs and window
February Quota
Tuesday night's meeting of the
Jim
Pickens
Following
an
was
the
illness
since
last
scoring
star
atlett, and sister, Mrs.
The letter calls upon members lights, some store operators and
Fifteen young men from Rotary Club. Mr. Hopson told May, Mrs. C. B. Meadows, wife in all Butler's victories but had
es, here the last three
Princeton and Caldwell county of a sportsmen's lodge and re- of a prominent business man fine support from the five start- to pay their 1945 dues before managers haVe made the sug. leave from the Navy
were inducted into the Army at
ers, all of whom showed marked the annual meeting and urges gestion that stores close early
'longed service in the
creation center he is interested here, died at the Jennie Stewart
Louisville Wednesday, Feb. 7,
improvement from earlier con- prompt reservation of plates. Saturday nights, it being con:eine, returned to the
W. G. Duncan, III, Hopkinsville, sidered that most shoppers could
and three others into the Navy, in the Trigg county and said the Hospital, Hopkinsville, Saturday tests.
/slang Naval Base, San
director of the Kentucky Farm complete their buying by 7
at
noon.
will
millions
of
dollars
tourists
the
county
Selective
Service
Fredonia,
believed
to
have
had
Wednesday. He exBoard announced.
The only child of J. E. and a chance at the title, pot Eddy- Bureau for this district, and J. o'clock during the war emergenspend in this area will benefit
be reassigned to duty
H. Cox, Madisonville, distfict cy and that virtually all perThey were: Army: Raymond all business hereabouts.
Mary Hankins Glass, Myrtle ville's Tigers out in the first
sons from rural communities
Ree Coleman, William Frankin
round, Friday night. Cobb lost to organizer, will be guests.
• • •
Hankins Meadows was born and
who come to town Saturdays
Drennan,
William
Densel
Fuller,
Trigg
County,
20
to
28,
Thursday
es T. Wynn
reared In Marion. She received
have returned home by that
Clyde Lamont Smith, Richard
night.
Kiwanians Told 1945
.erseas
her early education in the Marhour.
Earl Hawkins, William Harvey
The tournament was declared
has been received here
ion schools and later attended
It was tentatively decided to
Crowe, Carlis Deboeilr., Orbie
an unqualified success. Concess- Will Be Year Of Food
James T. Wynn, that
the University of Kentucky. She
begin the summer closing at
Allen Tosh. Kenne
Winston
ions sales added appreciably to And Clothing Shortages
band, Master Sergeant
formerly taught in Marion High
Cot t on. Marshall Chambliss,
the net profit, a Rotary Club
Merle Drain and Joe McMican noon each Thursday with the
. Wynn, has landed safeSchool and after her marriage,
Object Is To Learn
Murle Woodson Oliver, Robert
committee member said.
were speakers at Wednesday's first Thursday in May, continu-as. Mrs. Wynn visited
in 1927, taught at Dawson Springs
Seldon
Fr alie x, Talmadge
meeting of the Kiwanis Club, ing through August, Mr. Drain
Simplest Ways To
.and at Camp Pickett,
High School. She was a member
Dame)), Jr,...jiarry Joe Long,
discussing the clothing and food said, as has been done here the
ntly before he went
if
the
First
Baptist
Church,
- Make Clothing
and Robert Dencil Casper.
outlook on the home front door last 2 years.
She is residing with
Princeton. She moved here from
Navy: Linus Harry Ladd, An adult sewing class will be1945. Mr. Drain predicted many
ts, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Dawson Springs with her hus20,
at
7
bin
Tuesday
night,
Feb.
George William Hunsaker,
shortages in apparel until the
Princeton. Sgt. Wynn
band in 1930.
and Carney Edwin Goodwin.
o'clock in the home economics
dent of Lyon county, a
end of the war in Europe, with
Funeral services were held at
. and Mrs. Hular Wynn.
department of Butler High the First Baptist Church, Marsupplies gradually improving
County Sends Full
• • •
after VE-Day. Mr. McMican said
Heroism Of Princeton
School, with Mrs. Mary Tufford ion, Monday afternoon at 2 o'Quota Of Volunteers sugar, fresh and processed meats,
h Watt Home
clock, conducted by the Rev. H.
as
instructor.
Boy To Be Dramatized
meal and other staple groceries
1. Belvoir, Va.
G. M. Hatter, assisted by the
To Aid Wounded
Annual Election Of
.ch Watt, U. S. Army
On Radio Sunday, Feb. 18 Object of the classes will be Rev. Mr. lint pastor of the Mar- Caldwell is sending 108 vol-• would be scarce this year, due
to
find
the
simplest
ways
of
Officers,
Important
Corps, stationed at Ft.
How I9-year-old Radio Opershortages, transion Church.
unteers to Henderson today to largely to labor
Va., is on furlough visitator Kenneth Morgan, of Prince- dealing with clothing problems.
Mrs. Meadows is survived by offer gifts of a pint of blood portation difficulties and the
Business
Scheduled
mother, Mrs. Hanle C.
ton, who was only two weeks out Also, to learn the use of sewing her husband and a daughter,
forces. He
The Caldwell County Game
each ,to help save the lives of needs of the armed
Main street.
of the U. S. Maritime Service machine parts which are short Mary Virginia, 12.
said cereals would be plentiful and Fish Association will hold
wounded
heroes of the war. This
• • •
Training Station at Gallup's Is- steps'to fancy stitchings.
its annual election meeting FriPallbearers were James N.
and urged their use.
There will be a demonstration Guess, H. B. Cherry, Sr., Gray- is the full quota asked of the
land, Massachusetts when his
,n Sent To
day night in the basement of
county,
Mrs.
Emory
Dobbins,
coship was torpedoed, struck to of slip-covering and those Who son Harrelson, Charlie White,
the Kentucky Utilities building
Embarkation
Dr.
J.
W.
Moore
Heads
chairman,
said.
Ninety-two
went
his post sending out an SOS, wish to learn how this is done Bernard Jones and Jim N. Smith,
aining finished at St.
at 7:30 o'clock, Jewell Creasey,
culminating in rescue of 10 of the are welcome. This demonstration of Eddyville; Ted Boston, Ray- last year.
County Medical Society
g, Fla., Wm. H. (Bill)
secretary, announced Tuesday.
The Caldwell county delegamembers of the crew, will be re- will be held at the first meeting. mond Small, Roy Smith, Doyle
Std. M. 2/c, was transOfficers for the Caldwell All members are urged to attold over the CBS-U.S. Maritime
=t week with a number
Vaughn, Weems Croft and Roy tion will go in two groups, County Medical Society were tend as other important business
Service program, "We Deliver Petty Officer Drury Gresham Duvall, all of Marion. Flower Mrs. Dobbins said, to facilitate elected hat week as follows: Dr. is scheduled.
sailors to a port of emthe Goods" Sunday, Feb. 18, over Spending Furlough Here
The local organization plans
girls were Mrs. Jewefl Boston, handling at the First Baptist J. M. Moore, president; Dr.
• • •
Station WPAD-Paducah, at 11:30
Petty Officer 1/c Drury Gres- Mrs. Iris Shelby, Mrs. Josephine Church in Henderson. There will Frank T. Linton, vice-president; to start its Spring membership
CWT.
hem, of Norfolk, Va., is spend- Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Threlkeld, be 21 car loads from Princeton Dr. W. L. Cash, secretary; Dr. campaign early in March and
twine Baker
Benefit Show Friday
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ing a 15-day furlough here with Mrs. Virginia Vaughn, Mrs. and three from Fredonia.
ife Visiting Here
W. C. Haydon, delegate to State also to help obtain members for
Several volunteers dropped association; Dr. I. Z. Barber, the newly formed Kentucky
J. W. Morgan, Baldwin avenue, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Grace Duvall, Mrs. Bettie Small
lauscine R. Baker and
Night Is For
and was graduated from Butler Gresham, S. Harrison street. and Miss Marie Taylor, all of from the list the last week, for alternate delegate; Dr. Frank Lake Association, Mr. Creasey
ker, of Ft. Monmouth,
Annual Fund
High School with the Class of Petty Officer Gresham has been Marion, and Mrs. W. M. Young, various reasons, but others came P. Giannini, censor.
said.
e visiting his parents,
The first two of a series of 1942. He was heard from recent- in the U. S. Navy 3 years, and is
forward promptly to take their
Plans of the State Game and
Fredonia.
Mrs. Grover Baker, one-act plays, to be presented
The Four-County Medico-DenInterment was in the Marion places and fill the county's tal Society will meet in Prince- Fish Division to institute a new
Road, and other rela- by the four classes of Butler. ly by friends here from a port in based at Norfolk, where he will
England.
return at expiration of furlough. cemetery.
quota, Mrs. Dobbins said.
ton Tuesday night, Feb. 27, with program for wildlife in the
High School for benefit of the
•• •
0. 0. Miller, Louisville, Jones - Keeney Game Refuge,
Dr.
annual fund, will be offered
president of the State Medical with material benefit to sportsLong Plays
Friday night in the school
Association, attending, it was men of this area, will be outlined
t In Army Band
auditorium, it was announced
at Friday night's meeting, it was
has been received by
announced.
Monday.
indicated.
• ts, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Sophomores will present a
••ve street, that Pvt. Joe
comedy, "Billy's First Date",
ho was sent . to Camp
Burress - P'Pool Farm
with Jimmy Clairton, Lillian
, Ind., on his inductlon;
Has Record Tobacco
Slick, Virginia Gregory, Albert
• playing the trumpet in
Lee Page, Bobbie Clark, Lticile
Crop Sold For $1660 .
at the officers' club
Salyer, Joan Blithe, Mary Sue
Harold P'Pool, Cobb, Route 1,
s. Long said,he had reRineyville, One Of
Sartin and Samuel Thomas in
reported Saturday that on 1.3
.een moved to another
the cast.
acres of land on the BurressState's Top Teams,
hich location was yet
Seniors will offer a drama,
P'Pool farm in that vicinity, 3,need. Private Long enSaturday
Coming
"The Valiant", with Clifton
842 pounds of tobacco were
Army Feb. 6.
Old rivals will meet on the yielded in 1944. This
Pruett, Jr., Jimmie Lisanby,
was an
• • •
Butter gym floor Friday night average of 2, 965 pounds to the
Bob M'etsowan, Terry Davis,
Shelby Pool
come
Terrdrs
Marion's
when
Bill Martin and Jim Pickens in
acre. The crop brought $1,660.20,
,g Leave Here
over to engage the greatly im- and is reported a record crop by
the cast.
Id Shelby Pool, Camp
basketball
proved Tigers in a
Two other plays will be prethe Hancock-Cooper warehouse,
• , Fla., joined his family sented later, Mrs. Lucille Armgame which promises plenty of Hopkinsville.
day, Feb. 9, for a several strong, a sponsor, said, by the
thrills. The Tigers now have a
eave. He will visit his
record of 12 wins and six de- Lieut. John 0. Reid Is
Junior and Freshman classes.
e former DOrothy Jean
feats for the season and Marion's V iting Here On Leave
•d littfh son, Gid Shelby,
record has been approximately
Lieut. John 0 Reid, frrmer
Pvt. cern Dodge And
other relatives, in the
as good.
lectro-physies inst
ctor ,at
Wife On Furlough Here_
d county.,
• The Tigers will entertain the Miller High School, is on leave•
Pvt. Cecil Dodge and Mrs.
• • S.
1;tineyville
barnstorming
team
Dodge avrived in Princeton,
here visiting his v, ifc:•-the fqrin•here; Saturday qght'Ang,-Ctifilt
4
014n!, 4.1•Y. Feb. 8, Aroxergo
-0447-44.14agil"
'44
Ohli tii
'-doodaker advisee
Beach, S. C., to spena 11 15-day
sr. He lag member bfth4 --s .vid Murphy, formerly furlough with' her mother, Mts.
who warlt#,,to watch one of the IVIerthant Marines.
Baldwin Ave., -recently Marie Haney, Stone street, and
State's 'top net squads perform
at Welch Convalescent Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tyrie, Washto come out. Rineyville played Soot Fire At Teasley
Home
, Daytona Beach, Fla. ington St. Private Dodge is in
Fredonia Wednesday night and
A small fire occurred at the
of Mr. and Mrs. David the U. S. Army Air Force, and
will meet Dawson Springs, Nor- home of Fred Teasley, Young
.hy, Private Murphy en- has been in the service 2 years.
tonville and other teams in this street, late Thursday afternoon,
e Army In December
section while on this trip.
Feb. 8. The city fire truck red has served six months Sugar Stamp To Expire
Dawson Springs soundly de- sponding to the call, discovered
European theater of Wednesday, February 28
feated the up and coming Tigers the blaze due to burning soot in
tut His wife, Audrey, vSugar Stamp No. 34 will exon the Dawson Springs floor one of the chimneys of the
In Princeton. He was pire Wednesday, Feb. 28, the
Tuesday night, 52 to 28.
house. It was extinguished withemployed by the U. S. weekly OPA bulletin warns, and
ut damage.
• Coke Co., Mexico, and A-14 gasoline stamps, goodoifor
Tommy Daum, Connersville,
bee
and
PresiStalin
secos
ri
.
As
trmileft
table)
Joseph
*roue
maa*
lower loth istershld
other in the Transport*- 4 gallons eech, are valid thr sh
dent
w members • Melt Mintteatstaff
at Yalta a.lace, Crimea. To Ind., left today after visiting 'Mrs. Barney Jones spent last
Werth 2,1,
. In the U. 8. Army.
his father, B. T. Dam,
week-end in Louisville.
the lett 0
In Leaky and Gen.(ieergi C.
-Tiiiiii—frarn Signal ores).
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Seniors - Sophs
To Present Plays
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Merchants Move
To Put Curb On
Solicitors Here
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Mr. Edison Was Right
Thomas Edison said: "There is far
more danger in Public Monopoly than
there is in Private Monopoly, for when
the Government goes into business it
can always shift its losses to the taxpayers. If it goes into the power business it
can pretend to sell cheap power and then
cover up its losses.
"The Government never really goes into business, for it never makes ends
meet, and that is the first requisite of
business. It just mixes a little business
with a lot of politics and no one ever gets
a chance to find out what is actually going on."
The above two paragraphs were part of
an advertisement published last week by
the Kentucky Utilities Company, a good
many of whose messages to the public
.latterly have been in the same vein.
Naturally, the K.U. is trying to show the
public some of the fruits of TVA, which
is crowding the private power business
out in many places over Kentucky.
Henry Ward, ardent and long time
champion of TVA in the Kentucky Legislature and via the columns of our esteemed neighbor, the Paducah Sun-Democrat,
said in an editorial appearing in last Friday morning's issue of the Paducah newspaper that the only point at issue, as far
as we.who live in the TVA's territory
are concerned, is that if we do not buy
and use TVA's "cheap power", other people will do so and we will be the losers.
Of course that is one way of looking at
this matter and undoubtedly is the view
of a great many persons who do not attempt to see beyond the immediate picture. But is it the proper and best attitude for a democratic-citizenry to take
... if, in so doing, the people jeojardize

listen- When the ring culled
A lady we know, after
discuss •
aisle
ing to her husband
Not an eyebrow nit
learnedly 'current economic prowonderful But the bridegroom had
blems, remarked: "Its
about
Whose little brother
know
you
much
how
dear
s
—James A.
money without having any."

CANADIANS OPEN OFFENSIVE

their free forni of government and permit the socialistically inclined thinkers
In government and out to force private
enterprise out of existence by turning
the power bushiess, and many other
businesses too, over to the government?
We have lived long enough to realize
the truth of Edison's statement about
"a little business and a lot of politics" in
anything the federal government tries to
run. We think there is far too much
politics in business at Washington today;
that we have far too many bureaus, interfering with business and putting topheavy taxes upon all the people in order
to maintain countless thousands of job
holders in their soft berths.
If TVA takes over the power business
in the great area where its dams can
'furnish power, as it seems certain to do;
and if other TVAs are built in other
sections of the country, private power
companies will be out of business in the
not distant future. We do not believe, on
the record, that government operation
of the power business will be efficient;
therefore, it cannot be cheaply managed.
It will, in fact,-Ice over-run with political
jobholders who will play lots of politics
and do little work, if experience counts
for anything.
And of course TVA is but an entering
wedge for the socialistic free-thinkers
who would have the government run
everything. "As the twig is bent, so
grows the tree."
If the people of this Nation want government ownership of all business and
everybody working for the government,
the TVA is a good thing and private
business, such as the Kentucky Utilities
Company, is not. We think the reverse
is true and that Mr. Edison was right.

idaY,
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Subsidized Hydro Power
Threatens Coal Industry
And Jobs Yn Kentucky T

[This editorial was published log destroy the prim.
originally in The Wheeling (W. prise system of America,
Now how does all tIne
Va.) Intelligencer and reprinted
West Virginia? How
does
In The Harlan (Kyl Daily Enterprise. What the article says
cacutely
about the threat to the coal mino
irpg1e as a w
ing business of West Virginia ap- ernoeTtrheereWi
dispatch bole
plies with equal force to the sit- (erred to tells the story, k
uation in Kentucky, where coal report of the West V
Chamber of Commerce,
mining is a major industry that
places the total 1944 pr
thousanhs
of
to
living
provides a
of the West Virginia COP'
of
millions
families and pays
try at 165,000,000 tons, the
dollars in taxes.)
hpeort
history
arnetp
rand
tonnage
is,
reosienonf
Point, the
E question of whether or
mot
Teisfi
shttiphee
ineie
rc tmn t of the national
not the Federal Govern- 2
• • •
ment's hydro-electric program is to be extended in accord- THUS when the coal ind
ance with existing New Deal
Is hit — and make no '
plans has passed the stage of the federal power
academic interest in West Vir- hit it hard when program
suspeasiet
ginia. It has become an issue of war production
Arrows indicate Allied drives on Western front (broken line).
reduces
direct and vital concern to the to normal
In the north Canadian and British troops lunge in a heavy ofproportions —
welfare of the State and all its Virginia is much
fensive which captured Kleve. Farther south U. S. First and Third
harder hit
armies continued drives between Aachen and Trier. (AP Wirepeople. Why?
is T
aenm
y pootrhaerril),
photo Map).
,
Because develrpment of this
e
state.thfederal
water-power program means de- en program is marking
pression for the coal industry, The outgoing Congress
By G. M. P.
which is the most important in- some cold water on it by
reavyivsecdhem
t-hseeaw
dustrial activity in the State.
Set, aLe
ed
You kissed and told,
hydro
the Kentucky County Agents
The issue is brought sharply to
wise
staving off expansion.
By Dorothy Roe
But that's allright;
Association, presenting awards
mind by two separate but actualthe program Is all set, and
The boy you told
Some fabrics long absent from
ly related news reports appearing
for meritorious service to three
Congress
will soon gather
Called up last night.
the American fashion scene are , In the press dispatches of the
Washington to receive it,
last few days.
—The Hilltop. other agents at the recent Ken- beginning to trickle back—not in
blueprint calls, among
• • •
tucky Farm Bureau banquet, quantity, it's true, but enough to
things, for a series of cots
FROM Knoxville, Tenn., comes parts of the T.V.A. to b
Ed Blackburn has turned out Louisville, appears on the front wmind us that there are such
word that plans already are tnh Nation.
o
an ingenious postcard . . . and page of Farm Bureau News for things as pure silk and pure
under way for aggressive expan- aIt doesn't require much
one that will do Princeton much February . . . And the boys linen.
sion of the "electrical home" idea.
to realize what such
Spring collectors of New York
good in the outside world. The seem rather to
It is estimated that within five up vulluld do to the West Vir
be enjoying designers
were notable for the
card carries ,four pictures show- themselves.
years of the close of hostilities,
ERE,
industry.
it see.
amount of pure silk shown by
100,000 homes, equipped to the
ing the Dawson Bluffs, the Ex• •
including
heating
—
detail
many
last
—
top
houses,
made
up
into
periment Station, fine field of
ms to us, is a
Approximately
coalt
63
percent
of
eevices,
electrical
with
be
will
handsome
suits and summer
• Dark Fired tobacco and the A
ter demanding the imm
constructed.
our fighting
men
receiving frocks.
ate and aggressive attent..
reduce clothing prices by attacking pro- Prehiskoric Indian Fort: and de- citations, medals and other Now comes the
How will such lavish use of West Virginia. As the leanews that
picts U.S. No. 62-passing
duction of higher price lines at the ex- our town leading to -through honors in this war were Boy Irish linen is with us once more
electricity be possible? Because coal producing State of the
Kentucky
average cost of electricity in tion, it is up to West Virginia
the
Scouts or Scout leaders before in a limited number of resort
pense of essential low price items. This Lake and Gilbertsville Dam.
the section served by the T.V.A. take the lead in a national
entering
the
services
and
42
perdresses
styled by top sportswear
program requires manufacturers to prois only 1.88 cents per kilowatt to awaken the people of the II
cent of all officers now serving houses.
hour, compared with a national ed States to what development
duce inexpensive clothing such as inThe postcard is to be used by
were formerly identified with
In handling both the silk and
average of 3.55 cents.
this power scheme means.
fants' wear, men's shorts and shirts, and the Rotary Club. Each visiting Scoutivg. Stich facts
back up the linen, designers have relied
Now, we know that this low
The new State Administra •
women's and girls' dresses with a con- Rotarian will be given one to statements frequently made by on the beauty of the fabric
cost
is
made
possible,
not by takes office in a few days.
to
send back to his home club's
siderable'proportion of the cotton, rayon secretary
business men who give time to achieve their efforts, presenting
economy of production, but by new Legislature will go into
as evidence he made
the fact that taxpayers' money is sion shortly.
Why wouldn't
and woolen materials for which they are his attendance here. The cards this movement that Scouting the precious materials in beautiused to subsidize the
be possible to organize '
given priority. Clothing Sroduced under are sufficiently attractive to builds better citizens and leader- fully simple styles and in soft So that, in effect, whenenterprise.
the peo- the session a United West Vir,'
pastel colors.
ple get lower priced electricity ia effort to save the coal in this program will reach the retail shelves merit a good play in each club ship.
Irish
linen is shown in pale
from the Government as consum- and stave off socialization s:
by late spring, and more and more inex- where they turn up . . . and Tony Sudekum,
ers, they are paying the differ- power industry an effort led
owner of the blue, pink, aqua, yellow and
pensive garments will carry price tags, very definitely will boost Prince- Capitol Theater here, has been natural for Arrt wear, with a
ence as taxpayers.
the State Government itself.
ton.
affixed by the manufacturer, showing
backed by such private as • • •
elected a member of the board of little navy
brown for town
/111
Y are paying more than the as the State CLamber of trustees of Vanderbilt Univer- dresses.
specific dollar and cent retail ceilings.
The general public wants price
difference. They are paying merce, the United Mine W •
It is expected this new program will and rent controls and believes sity. Mr. .Sudekum has been a
the added cost of extravagant of America, the West V.
good citizen of Princeton, in
Norman
Angell,
English
econhave the effect of reducing clothing in rationing scarce commodities, absentia,
public as against economical pri- Manufacturers' Associati his theater here al- omist used to be an American
vate operation. They are pay- civic and other bodies thro,,
prices by as much as seven percent. This so everybody will get a fair ways doing its full part iif civic
cowboy and prospector in the
the taxes which private in- the State, large and sma.,
will not be at the expense of retailers, share . . . but its downright affairs and as a place of high western part of the United States ing
An advertisement of
dustries driven out of business
funny how a lot of folks expect
class entertainment. We do wish and
who will continue to enjoy their estab- somebody else to enforce
Mexico.
used to pay. And they are help- Kentucky Utilities Co
the
tho he would put up a modern
lished markups Each retailer will also be rules.
building on that vacant lot back
able to obtain and carry merchandise of
of the Elks'.
the type his store has customarily sold.
There's no use complaining
He therefore can continue to supply his about chiseling, friend, reader . . Rotations, new weekly bulletin
regular customers and there will be less for price control is in your of the Princeton Rotary Club,
hands and mine. We as indiviimproves steadily under the
shifting from one class of store to an- duals make
or break price con- editorship
of Mark Cunningham,
other.
trol; kill or fatten the Black club
secretary. The Rotary Club
By late spring or summer, we are Market.
seems latterly to have taken a
promised, we will be able to purchase
new surge of life and its activiA 3-column picture showing ties undoubtedly are a real boon
merchandise produced and distributed
under this program. We will be able in John F. Graham, president of, to the community.
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Come Back
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Reducing Threat To Inflation
Clothing prices were causing deep concern at the start of 1944. During 1943,
the level of clothing prices had risen
nearly eight percent, due in large part to
disappearance of low price items entirely or to minor changes in the items, permitting higher prices.
Prohibitious against retilers introducing lines selling at higher prices than
they had been carrying had served to restrain these shifts from low to higher
priced items to a certain extent, but at
the expense of retailers who normally
had carried lower priced items and served the masses of the public.
Customers were shifting from stores
where they had traded to stores with
slightly higher price lines which could
carry the quality of merchandise formerly sold in low price stores.
Manufacturers, who had shifted from
production of low price lines to higher
price lines, were by early 1944 making
an intolerable situation for sellers of low
cost items. In the summer of 1944, OPA
removed the highest price line limitation
from retailers in order to relieve this
situation. Prohibited from establishing
and enforcing quality standards on manufacturers, OPA was forced to leave the
gate open for higher priced items at the
manufacturing 'level and on down the
line to the consumer. The effect was to
produce an even greater increase in
clothing prices during 1944, a rise in excess of eight percent.
In a move announced recently, the War
Production Board and the Office of Price
Administration joined in a program to
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more instances to check the price we pay
What It Meansagainst the ceiling price on the tag placed on the article by the manufacturer.
This is a part of OPA's program of
simplifying merchandising for the reBy Marvin L. Arrowsmith
the simple patterns. These contailer and shopping for the customer.
(By Associated Press)
structions have higher ceiling
Washington — What's caused prices.
We will all benefit from it, and the
the virtual disappearance of inWool passes next to the gar/threat of inflation will be reduced.
expensive

SI

Lack Of Low Priced Clothes

clothing from store ment manufacturer, but cotton
shelves and prompted the gov- and rayon go to converters who
ernment to drastic steps to re- "finish" the fabric-bleaching and
dyeing or printing it. Here again
plenish the supply?
Washington—If there is any benefit at
The outfitting of more than the tendency has been to "overevents or the stock market; accommoda11,000,000 service men and
finish" or "fancy-up," as OPA
all in fighting two major wars virtually
tions at clubs or hotels, or any kind of men means that, regardlesswo- Puts it. Plain
cloth that would
of
in one generation it is that many misfree transportation.
government programs, the sup- make a $2 white shirt becomes
takes of the first can be avoided in the
All procurement business has to be ply of low-cost materials will re- gaudily checked fabric for a sport
second.
conducted on the premises except in main tight while the fighting shirt that sells at $5 or $8 or
That's what the Treasury Procurement
more.
special instances where supervisors ap- continues.
But relatively little of the
OPA contends that inflationary
Division is seeking to do in one of the
prove.
sizeable quantity of materials Practices by garments manufacmost drastic directives issued around
The employes are asked not to go to left over has been going into hirers have contributed
largely
here recently. Procurement already has
dinners, luncheons or any other social low-priced garments.
to the 11 percent rise in the
started disposing of millions of dollars
The big reasOn: more profit in clothing price over the last 18
functions where the persons with whom
worth of surplus war materials. As the
the higher price lines of clothing, monthsthey are dealing are their hosts.
That is why the War Produc- "There has been an almost
war 'nears its end and turns into peace,
In addition, all employes of the division tion
Board had to order mills and universal. tendency to curtail prothese sales will climb into billions.
whose salaries are $2,000 or more have to th
ed
clothing industry
to earmarkuction of low-priced lines," an
After the First World War (you may
file a report of their personal or finan- about 75 percent of all civilian OPA offical said. "Some menunot remember, but many government ofcial relationships with any firm which is fabrics for essential low-cost gar- facturers have dropped inexpenficials do) the scandals in disposing of
sive lines."
now or even might be interested in the ments.
surplus property were sensational. To
That is why the Office of Price
To some extent manufacturers
purpose of surplus war goods.
a have not been at fault, the offical
Administration is
avoid anything like that this time, John
Violation of the order will mean severe regulation that will preparing
make it less added, since the Army and Navy
Pehle, assistant to Treasury Secretary
disciplinary action or outright dismissal. profitable to deal in so called have requisitioned huge_
quanMorgenthau, has issued a sweeping order
If that order stands and isn't winked luxury clohing. At the same time titiee of low-priced fabrics and
to take any outside influence whatever
the
regulation is being designed much of the remaining supply
at, the public need have little fear of reoff procurement division officials.
currence of the post-war scandals of 25 to give a fair return on low_ has been over-finished.
priced garments, something the
The orders are that no employe may
Adding to the over all problem,
years ago.
industry contends it hasn't been there has been an
accept any gratuity of any kind, either
increase of inIt probably won't appear op _the stir- able _to get.
•termediate Milers. Some of these
•"directly or indirectly." And Pehle decalt..d.th&-behin44}Lcante.. • IThert.l.rtibe trade ictight osuAr...e-'1d""'"‘"
talr-*vittuftlfg"lififflii; 1664 for refit:
- 'Writ Or not, higher price mar -up to '
-.at
'hattles On the wOrk-Or:jail bill will -13e --0,
force up—quite legal',
tives or friends; tips on races, sports
lines have been the trend-at the ly--Lthe price the
over which agency will administer It.
public pays.
expense of the output of low- Controls are being
prepared to
priced children's wear, men's outlaw jobbers
who have "come
shirts and shorts, work clothes, into business
just for a share of
women's and girls' dresses and the gravy," OPA says.
•
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Preventing War Scandals

HE HELPS
YOU SEE WHAT

WEVAILI
Tossing brickbats and bouquets,
he illustrates Times edi ials
EDWIN A. FINCH .The Louisville
editorial illustrator and
cartoonist sees the funny side of evenTimes'
the most serious editorials, and
helps you get the point with a few deft brush
strokes. Born in a suburb
of Cincinnati, Ed swept into Louisville just ahead
of the flood in 1937
• and soon after found himself high and dry when
the promotion scheme
be had undertaken failed completely. That's when
papers, where he soon reached peak popularity he joined the newswith his Rote comic
strip character "Sergeant Cinch."
As America armed for World War IT, Finch,
who,had been a sergeant
with Company D, 330 Infantrr, in World
the thick of rookie training, Ina the comic War I, put his proxy into
strip, and himself spent many
a rough week-end at Fort Knox and Bowman
Field sketching comic
situations on the hoof. tieing actual names,
toons appealed to old vets and new rookies the "Sergeant Cinch" caralike.
The Man 11144 Si1
gn.141 dellsritteln 'shoply
to I ftnett'
dritirn;itinilseine gentleman with a
white crest of hair.
At home he has six' charming youngprematurely
Finches, ranging In age from a,
nine-month-old baby to a glamorous sixteen
-year-old deb.
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Foliose Finch while he
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Dams All Built,
TVA Will Turn To
Development Job
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week's column we
the chief sources of
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the development of a
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int out some of the
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in connection with
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one of our most imces of livestock feed.
apest source of feed.
increase in feed per
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any other source. It
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the best and most
produced hay crop
areas of the county
type is suited for altho alfalfa acreage
eatly expanded durt few years, a subease above the preis desirable.
of the county where
not do so well, an
clovers and cloverres are needed.
upies approximately
of our 120,000 acres
each year. It has a
ue than any other
op produced in the
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from an increase in
11 managed soil improgram over a peris essential to convement. A broad use
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Agency Plans To Put
Emphasis Upon Resources of Valley This
Year, Lilenthal Says

Marshal Gregory K. Zhukov
(above) commands the First
White Russian Army which is
striking toward Berlin. Zhirkov
is the Red hero of Moscow and
Stalingrad. (AP Wirephoto).

Homemakers Apply
7-Year-Old Lesson
Homemakers in Daviess county continue to find valuable the
lessons learned seven years ago
when they studied ways of taking care of their home furnishings. Last year, reports Home
Agent Venice M. Lovelady, they
refinished 100 pieces of furniture, slipcovered 68 pieces, replaced 77 chair seats, upholstered 34 pieces and painted 77
articles. They also made 174
rugs and put 140 floor coverings
in good condition again.
Henry Ford startled the world
in 1926 when•he announced afive
day work for employees.
high.
There are opportunities thru
small grains to increase feed
grain supplies and pastures.
Small grain on all of our row
cropland and on many bf our
lespedeza fields should be our
goal. If we could reach this goal,
the increase in pasture and grain
would reduce row crop requirements. Nitrate fertilizer applied
in the spring on most fields of
small grain has great possibilities.
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Chandler Bill To
Aid Dark Growers
Senator Will Seek To
Reestablish Quotas
On Two Types
'
Washington, Feb. 13 — Identical bills to re-establish quotas
on flue-cured and dark-fired tobacco
was introduced last
week by Sen. A. B. Chandler
(D-Ky). and Rep. Earle Clements
(D Ky.).
"Rep. Clements and I virtually
have agreed on legislation to fix
quotas based on the 1943 quotas,"
Chandler told a reporter. "These
will be decided through a referendum by the tobacco growers
YANK, FREED FROM JAPS, TELLS HIS STORY—Pvt. Alfred themselves".
Jolly (center), of San Francisco, uses his one hand to gesture as
Chandler said the measure
he tells his story of long months in the Jap prison camp at Cabanatuan, Luzon, P. I., to NBC Correspondent George T. Folster (left), will affect growers in western
and Fred Hampson, AP War Correspondent (right). Jolly was one Kentucky, Tennessee, and a
of the 513 allied prisoners rescued from the enemy. How he lost
his arm was not explained.(AP Wirephoto).

(By Associated Pregb)
Washington — Its great dambuilding job done, the Tennessee
Valley Authority has set fiscal
1946, which begins July 1, as its
transition year.
TVA plans to put full emphasis
on development of the river valley's broad resobrces under a
$59,903,000 twelve-months program, Congress learned today.
The House appropriations committee recommended that $9,648,000 of federal money be appropriated to supplement approximately $50,000,000 TVA expects
to derive from sale of electrical
power and funds on hand, in
financing the program.
David E. Lilienthal, TVA board
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
chairman, told the committee the
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alTennessee river "has been most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
brought under control" with an of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
$801,000,000 government invest- regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
ment, "and the tools are now at Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
CHARLESTOWN, INDIANA
hand for developing the re- them
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 8, 1912. helley Eldred, Mr. and Mrs.
sources of the region."
Heretofore, he said, TVA has City Judge J. T. Akin brought C. W. Eldred, W. P. Henry and
been "predominantly a construc- to this office a very large hen Miss Angeline Henry, Mr. and E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
egg yesterday, which measures
tive organization."
CO., INC.,
Mrs. Frank Shattuck, Mr. and
/
2 by 6% inches. The Judge
The Authority is operating in 81
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION
the current fiscal year without says it is a good sign that eggs Mrs. Walter Towery, H. M.
an appropriation from Congress, are going to be larger and better Jones and Mrs. Mug Blanton,
using its huge income from pow- than ever, now that Wilson has Miss Dorothy Ratliff and C. M.
Work week 54 hours, time and
er sales and accumulated funds been elected President, in other Wood.
one half in excess of forty.
previously provided by Congress words, one egg now goes as far
for construction and development as two before the election, which Flight Record
purposes.
is in keeping with Wilson's preNew Delhi — The f astest
Lilienthal said virtually all of election campaign pledges, even flight yet between
England and Company representative will inthe $9,000,000-plus asked of Con- though the high price of eggs India has recently
terview and hire at
been made by
gress for the next fiscal year should fail to go down.
a Mosquito of the R.A.F. Transwould be used for resources de• • •
port Command. This flight was
velopment, including:
; Princeton, Ky. Nov. 8, 1912.
ade in 14 hours and 37 minutes'
Navigation and flood control Mrs. H. S. Curry and Mrs. W. L. flying
time, and on over all
$206,000; fertilizer and munitions Cash are spending a few days time, with
two stops for refuelresearch and development $1,with Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jack- i g, of 16 hours 46 minutes.
017,000; agricultural resources
son, at Otter Pond, this week.
development $448,000; minerals
• • •
Drarci Fly Tactics
resource development $461,000;
'Princeton, Ky. Nov. 15, 1912.
Sem^where in the Pacific —
development of other resources
Mrs. 0. P. Eldred and son, Even the dragon flies learn tac$211,000, and thousands for other
Dique, are in ,Washington, D. C. tics from Marine airmen, S/Sgt.
development activities.
this week, attending the 19th. Robert C. Peverly of San Diego Every Monday and Tuesday
Lilienthal requested a $9,850,8:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
000 appropriation, and the com- annual convention of U.D.C. The ays, telling of one which drove
203 East Ninth Street
mittee cut it by $202,000—$200,- big event is the laying of a other insects from a food supply
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
000 slashed off the estimate for corner stone of a monument to y buzzing them like a fighter
agricultural resource develop- the Confederate soldiers, buried lane going after a bomber.
ment, and 62,000 from the amount in Arlington cemetery.
• • •
asked for mail allowances.
jPrinceton,
Ky. Nov. 29, 1912
Next year's $59,903,000 program compares with outlays of Miss Fannie Morehead came u
—and—
$85,502,000 in the current year from Eddyville Wednesday to
spend the rest of the week with
and $118,392,229 in fiscal 1944.
In its huge 12-year program the her brother, C. S. Morehead and
TVA has built a unified river family, and as the guest of Mrs.
SHE'S THE GLEAM IN THE EYE
system with nirke dams on the J. W. Hollingsworth.
OF
EVERY G. I.! . . .
•
•
•
Tennessee river and 17 dams on.
There's nothing wrong
its tributaries—to develop electPrinceton, Ky. Nov. 29, 1912.
rical power, provide navigation Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Wood were
with the army that
and control floods.
host and hostess on ThanksJanie can't fix! . . .
giving Day to a party of fourBUT GOOD!
There were only 32,920 auto- teen at the Henrietta Hotel.

News From The Past Construction
Workers

small section of Virginia. Overproduction since quotas were removed in 1943, he added, has
lowered excessively the price of
dark tobacco.
"The fear is that if early act-

ion is not taken to help these
farmers, they will go into the
production of' burley tobacco for
which quotas are fixed," Chandler said.

Start your Children as early as possible on the best
Thrift Plan—

A Life Insurance Policy
In a strong company. In the years to come, they
thank you.

will

NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
111 W. Market Street
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mobiles registered in the United Their guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
States in 1903.
Caldwell county homemakers Price Control Traced
are studying house-cleaning
methods, in preparation for To Revolution Days
Philadelphia — Wartime price
spring work.
control is nothing new here—in
911*1RIK1EIEI8BW.r9 fact it's 169 years old.
The Continental Congress approved the establishment of a
price control program in 1776.
Among the items regulated were
coffee, rum, molasses, cocoa,
chocolate, pepper and salt.
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RUSSIANS SURGE ON!

COLOR
CARTOON

Unusual

Red sweep on toward Berlin!
Panic in Germany! Yanks
flatten the Belgian bulge!
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ROBERT HUTTON
JOYCE REYNOLDS
EDWARD ARNOLD
ANN HARDING
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ALAN HALE
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"THE UNKNOWN BATTLE!,
.

Delicious in salads, as a
sandwich spread or just
as it comes from the clean
carton.

NOJSE .

MERRICK • SPACE • BORG

Plus These Short Units ,
CARTOON—"YANKEE DOODLE DONKEY"
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS
DOORS OPEN — 1:00 P. M.
CONTINUOUS SHOW
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our lucky stars that we
can get exactly the same
quantity and quality of
proteins in our Creamed
Cottage Chees' e as we used
to get in all the meat we
felt so free to buy.

,
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This is the dramatic film record of one of
the war's greatest battles! You'll ride the skies
over Germany on the most dangerous and exciting missions ever attempted and see the
utter destruction of the German Air Force!
TRAVELOGUE IN COLOR — SONGS OF THE RANGE

COMING! Feb. 22-23
,

ROOKES AND THEIR
COOKESI

tv\OD6AN_
,
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Everyone will be wearing two.pie; e dresses
this Spring! And it's easy to see why—with
their neat squared-off shoulders, big buttons and graceful skirts. Rayon prints excitingly fashioned with jabot* or floral trimming. Solid -colon, toe, in Enter shades!

SATURDAY STORE HOURS'

8130 A.M. to 7100 P.M.

Also! ... Last Chapter
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Card Of Thanks

At The Churches

Fredonia Valley News

Hospital News

Fartnersville,
Miss Velmp Ray,
Through this medium we deCHURCH
Mr.
BAPTIST
Henson.
LAMASCO
my last
Cort
appendecto
Mrs.
and
Mr.
underwent an
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
sire to express our thanks and
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
for a visit
remained
many
the
Stringer
for
Watsan
of
appreciation
Ray,
P.
Jimmie
Mrs.
sincere
Susanna
Friday.
Mr. and
Mrs.
• •
our re- preach Saturday night and SunMrs. Cort
Funeral services for Mrs. Sus- kindnesses shown us in
Evansville, were weekend guests with his daughter,
Lamaism
the
at
of
morning
death
day
the
,
bereavement
ceirt
A n n Cunningham,
Cynthia
who
67,
Watson,
Hensok
Pickering
'"
Ray.
1•
P.
anna
of Mr. and Mrs. R.
beloved wife and sister, Baptist Church.
our
of
Simpkins
L.
J.
Mr. and Mrs, Paul
Mrs.
ilnd
of
Mr.
Fridaughter
died at her home in Kevil
Dr. J. B. Sory left Tuesday
Mrs. Susanna Pickering Watson.
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For You To Feel Well
Jr., Mrs. Ray and little daughter
both of Princeton; Miss Tommie two daughters and a son. He was
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt, of
hours every day, 7 days every
24
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Monday.
of Pride, last
Pickering, Kevil, and Mrs.
week. never stopping, the kidneys filter
a brother-in-law of Mrs. Wylie
Evansville, visited her parents.
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Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lindsey, Mr. and
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Pickering, Birmingham, Ala., a Jones, Princeton, Route 2.
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Burning, scanty or too frequent urinaMiss. She
Dix- home in Dawson Saturday.
tion sornetim. warns that eormithing
Misses Sula and Eliza Nall and of his daughter, Mrs. Nancy
wrong. You may suffer nagging backNis
and
Hight
Evan
Mr. and Mrs.
street, were held Sun•che, headaches, dizzineee, rheumatic
Cartwright)
Mrs. Ed McLin, all of Princeton. on, Garrett
M.
W.
Mrs.
(By
pain., getting up at nights, swelling.will
day at 1:30 o'clock at the grave- children of Evansville, Mrs.
Why not try Doaa's Pills? You
Robert Nixon and daughter,
the
be using a medicine recommendedfuncside at Boren cemetery, Trigg Paul Benzick and son, Johnnie
over. Lowe.stimulate the
of
Hopkinscountry
Johnson,
Mrs. Jessie
to
Roy Stevens
county. He is survived by anothtion of the kidneys and help them the
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Mo.,
,
from
Hodgensville
of
and
ville, were guests of Mr.
flush out poisonous waste harmful.
Funeral services for Roy Stev- er daughter, Mrs. Joe L. Moore,
They contain nothing
blood.
ens, 32, who died at Lakeland Cadiz. A daughter, Mrs. Anita and Mrs. Roy Shropshire of Mrs. Jack Andrews, recently.
Get Doaa's today. Use with coafidence.
At all drug stores.
Mr. and Mrs. Ovid Hart and
Hospital, near Louisville Friday Thomas, preseded him in death Dawson Springs, were the
A
For
"Not
Day
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For
night, were held at Brown's Fun- several years ago.
dinner guests of Mrs. Madge family were guests of Mr. and
Years To Come"
eral Home Sunday afternoon,
Lisanby and Mrs. Sarah Casteel Mrs. E. C. Word of Princeton,
with the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler,
last Sunday.
Sunday.
officiating, with burial in Cedar Oscar Howe
Mrs. Ethel French, teacher in
Mr. and Mrs. Justice Coleman
Hill cemetery! He is survived by ' Mr. and Mrs. John McLin were and children of Princeton spent Friendship school, has been
Saturday,
a brother, of Frankfort, and his called to Lewisport,
Sunday with her sister, Mrs. absent from school a few days
on account of illness.
Ellis Jones and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCorMiss Elizabeth Capps and Miss
Jeanette McChesney spent Sat- mick and Mrs. W. M. Cartwright,
urday afternoon with Miss were in Hopkinsville last Tuesday shopping.
Dorothy Frazien of Outwood.
Mrs. Chas. Lindsay has been I
212 acres creek bottom; one large stock
Mrs. Madge Lisanby, Mrs.
Sarah Casteel, Bill Capps and quite ill for the last few weeks.
4-room dwelling and tobacco barn; wellbarn;
Luther Thomas, of Piney
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Jones and
visiting
been
has
$8,500.
wafered,
section,
Grove
in
show
the
children attended
Arch White for a few days.
Dawson Tuesday night.
2 acres near Crider, $10,500.
/
2111
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
Miss Elizabeth Capps spent
near Dycusburg, well improved,
40
Acres,
Saturday night with Mrs Mil- and Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ovid Hart
$2,300.
dred Goodall of Dawson.
Evan Hight and son, R. C. and last Saturday afternoon.
60 acres near Farmersville, 2 barns, good
Miss Mary Lou White was the
Bill Capps visited Bert Robin$3,000.
dwelling,
Dewey
and
Mrs.
son and family and Roy Howtun guest of Mr.
Fletcher a few days last week.
971/2 acres, 8 miles Southeast of Princeton,
of near Dawson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Andrews
Miss Juanita McChesney spent
$4,750.
Saturday night with Miss Doro- were visiting relatives in Hoplast
of
Saturday
k.
scounty
ne
ie
w
k
thy Frazien of Outwood.
Mrs. Madge Lisanby and Mrs.
Mrs. Ola Mary Prowell and
Jess Casteel visited Mrs. Mildred Goodall of Dawson Satur- children moved to Princeton
last week.
day.
Earl Wood, recently appointed
Elmer Jones, who has been
employed at the shipyard in mail carrier on Cobb, Route 1,
Evansville for the last few began his rounds last week.
months, has returned home.
in Dawson Sunday night.
Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hopper
Mrs. Madge Lisanby and son,
made a business trip to Dawson Bill, left for Evansville Monday
Princeton.
Kentucky
Friday.
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Evan
Miss Elizabeth Capps and Hight.
Morris Trotter attended the show
Clem Harris la devoted to the beauty requirements
Feb. 10, by the unexpected
of the mockra woman. Her fine C01111D•tia. COM.
death of her brother, Oscar
poaackd of quality iagrediaam are balanced with
Howe, which occurred at his
the preariptiou-ble care of a skilled pharmacist.
home there Thursday, Feb. 7.
Them Syceluonined Cosmetics defuse sad surd
yaw particular bread of bedlam. Powders.
He was seized with an acute
Cseense, Lotions, Skin Freshener, Ligadc14.
heart attack and death ensued
shortly afterward. Mr. Howe
was a merchant of Lewisport,
and belonged to one of the city's
early families.
His funeral and interment occurred there Sunday, Feb. 11,
and Mrs. McLin returned to her
home here Monday.

DEPENDAirl
'INSURANCE
I John E. Young, Agt STAGE SHOW EXTRAORDINARY

February 19th

I

„
.2.11.1„...

Miss Mary Carr
Miss Mary Carr, sister of Mrs.
W. B. Sparks and aunt of Carl
Sparks and Mrs. J. L. Hayes,
died at her home in Morganfield
Tuesdey morning and was buried there, with funeral services
from St. Ann's Church, Thursday morning. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Spparks, Mrs. W. B. Sparks and
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes attended the
services.

The inherent qualities found in
RED GOOSE shoes have definitely placed them at The Head
Of The Class in juvenile shoes.
Boys and Girls everywhere acclaim RED GOOSE shoes ...
they like the good looks,correct
fitting and longer wearing
features of these shoes.

MARQUIS'

Wonder Magical Show of the Ages

per roil
We are always glad to show you our complete
selection of beautiful papers. You can find
what you- want at . . .

AUSPICES ROTARY CLUB

For Children
For Girls
For Boys

Princeton Shoe Co.
Every Pair Fittsd By X-Ray

Matinee 2:30 P.M. — Night 8:00 P.M.

Tickets now on Sale — Wocd Drug Store

A song in your heart starts with a new hat f
Spring. You will adore the new season char
by Brewsters that have just arrived.

to everyone — this delightful little
felt cloche with

Lilting and lighthearted.
A little daring with its

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5
s - Butler
and Mrs. August DeVos,
Oakland St., South Bend,
announce the engagement
ir daughter, Miss Louise
, Washington, D. C., to
ipman A. G. Butler, Jr., U.
val Academy, Annapolis,
iss DeVos is employed in
ical capacity in one of the
mental departments,
ngton, D. C., and met Midan Butler while he was a
t at Notre Dame Univernd., prior to his entering
ohs.

.Nash Hostess
-Sew Club
So-Sew Club met at the
of Mrs. G. Homer Brown,
night, Feb. 9, with Mrs.
Nash as hostess.
ing the business session,
s for the coming year were
: Mrs. Robert Drake,
ent; Mrs. George Stevens,
resident; Mrs. Sam Jones,
Ty; and Mrs. Frank Wileporter.
hers present were MesEarl Adams, George
s, John Stinebaugh, Sam
Frank Wilson, Robert
y, Howard McConnell,
Kercheval and the hostess.
s were Mrs. Howell Forgy
rs. G. Homer Brown.
lad course was served by
ostess, assisted by Mrs.

members and two visitors were
present.
The devotional, from Acts,
chapter eight, was given by the
president, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
Mrs. Claude Koltinsky was in
charge of the program, assisted
by Mrs. Robert Nash, Mrs. Willie
Larkin and Miss Mary Wilson
Baker.
Present were Mesdames:
Alvin Lisanby, Robert Nash,
Ernest Childress, Willie Larkins,
Claude Koltinsky, J. C. Arnold,
Cecil Smith, Gordon Glenn,
Robert Jacob and Misses Mary
Wilson Baker, Gwen Booker and
Melville Young. Visitors were
Mrs. Julian Kahn and Mrs. R. S.
Jacob, Sr.
The hostess, assigned by Mrs.
Willie Larkins, Judy and Bobbie
Jacob, served a delicious plate
lunch, after which the meeting
adjourned. The next meeting
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Willie Larkins in March.

I. ends Academy Dance
Miss Ann Pruitt attended the
Missouri Military Academy annual St. Valentine's Day dance
in Mexico, Mo., Saturday evening, February 10.
Miss Pruitt is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Pruitt, 408
Hawthorne, and was a member
of the party of girls from William
Woods College at Fulton, Mo.

B & PW Club Holds
Regular Meeting

next meeting will be held
The Business and Professional
e home of Mrs. Robert
Group of the Women's Council
y, Franklin street.
of the First Christian Church
met in the recreational parlor
Jacob Hostess
of the church, Tuesday night,
Feb. 13, for their monthly meetptist Group
Lottie Moon Circle of the ing. A potluck dinner was servBaptist Church met at the ed at 7:30 o'clock.
The program was in charge of
of Mrs. Robert Jacob, Tuesight, Feb. 6, for their re- Mrs. Berdie Moore, who was asmonthly meeting. Twelve sisted by Miss Eliza Nall, who

Thomas Page and Mrs. Page,
Hopkinsville Road.
Mrs. Gayle Fettle has returned from Columbus, Ga., where
Lt. and Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool she visited her
son, Captain
on the birth of a baby boy at Robert Gayle Pettit, Mrs. Pettit,
the Princeton Hospital, Tuesday,
Feb. 6, and christened Gid Shelby, Jr., weight 10 lbs. 1 oz. Mrs.
is the former Miss Dorothy Jean Cash, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. P. Cash, South Jefferson street. Lieutenant Pool has
been a member of the armed
forces nearly 4 years. He received his initial training at Fort
Knox and is now stationed at
Seabring, Fla.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fletcher,
of the Friendship community, on
the birth of a son, Feb. 2. He
has been named James Roy.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Griffin
Conley, Princeton, Rout%.8, on
the birth of a daughter, Wdred
Frances, Feb. 6.
CHOW LINE FOR CIR1V1INELLO QUADS—Philadelphia's Cirminello quadruplets, let to right,
• • •
Maureen, Kathleen, Eileen and Michael, recently established in their eursery at home, are given
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wright,
bottles by, left to right, Mother Kathleen, Nurses Irene Shelly and Edna Wilkerson, and Father
Joseph. They were born Nov. 1. (AP Wirephoto copyright by the Philadelphia Bulletin).
Princeton, on the birth of' a
Evansville, spent last week-end
Byron Childress, Detroit, Mich. daughter, Mary Charles, Feb.
12, at Princeton Hospital.
with relatives here.
spent several days with relatives
• • •
Miss Helen Grace Wilson has here recently.
Mrs. John Nation, Princeton,
two weeks
been
quite
ill
the
last
Miss Roberta Dalzell spent
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young
on a birth of a son, John Perry,
spent •several days in Louisville at her home on Hopkinsville last week-end in Louisville, as at the Princeton
Hospital, Feb.
Road.
Latest
reports
indicate
the
guest of Miss Jean Tucker.
this week on business. They
12.
improved.
Mesdames James McLean and
were accompanied home by Miss she is somewhat
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray, L. D. Pickens spent last weekMary Wilson Eldred, who spent
Mrs. Raymond Skees, Franklin
the last two weeks with her Evansville, spent last week-end end in Louisville.
street, on the birth of a daughwith friends and relatives here
Louis
Litchfield,
brother, Marshall Eldred and
ter, Martha Ellen, Feb. 13, at
and at Fredonia. Mrs. Ray is the spent last week-end
rela- Princeton
family.
Hospital.
former Emma Glass.
tives here.
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Madisonville,
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hutch- j Mrs. Shell R. Smith returned he received in Belguim several
spent last week-end with her
inson and little daughter, Mida last Wednesday night f r om months ago.
mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar.
Joe Morrison, Evansville, spent
Mr. Runney Taylor spent Ree, Henderson, spent last week- Valhalla, N. Y., and Ridgeland,
several days in Atlanta, Ga., on end with his mother, Mrs. Ora N. J., where she visited her dau- last week-end here.
Hutchinson and her brother, ghters, Mrs. Godfrey Childress
Al Thomas Page, Evansville,
business this week.
and Mrs. J. H. Sphan.
Or bit Mitchell, Owensboro, Clifton Pruett and family.
spent last week-end at hi; home
Jack Williams, son of Mr. and
Miss Helen Brown, Hopkins- here.
was a vistior here Tuesday.
Mrs. J. S. Williams, W. Market ville, spent the week-end
J. E. French, of the ScottsMrs. IL V. Bryant and little
here
street, has been transferred from with her parents, Mr. and
daughter, Marsha, have returned
Mrs. burg community, -left last MonNew York State to Omaha, Neb.,
R. Brown, W. Main street.
day for Charlestown, Ind., where
from Rising Sun, Ind., where
where he is employed with a 4.
/ Pfc. Alfred creasey and Mrs. he has accepted a position. He
they visited her parents.
construction company. His wife Creasey visited
.; Mrs. Meredith "Buddy" Brown
his sister, Mrs. will reside in Louisville.
and son, Jackie, reside here on Leona Trader and
Mrs. Minnie Bond is ill at her
arrived here Tuesday to visit
family MonWashington
street.
day. He will return to McCall home tt Princeton, Route 3.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Mrs. Herbert Lewey will General Hospital
Cummins, Hopkinsville R o ad.
Mrs. Ora Page, Dixon, spent
Wednesday for
leave this week-end for her further
Her husband will arrive Sunday
treatment for wounds last week-end with her son, Al
home in Tampa, Fla., after a
and accompany her back to
visit with mother, Mrs. Lala
Chicago next week.
Barnett and family. Dr. Lewey
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wood,
accompanied his wife here in
gave a map talk on "Indo-China." December but has returned to
Mrs. Albert Morse read a letter Tampa.
from a missionary in Indo-China,
Miss Grace McCarty, Evansafter which a playlet was pre- ville, visited her parents, Mr. and
sented by several members of Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Lamasco,
the group.
here last week.
Present were Mesdames ClifMr. and Mrs. John Sigler,'
ton Pruett, Albert Morse, Geo- Providence, were visitors here
rge Davis, W. B. Davis, Henry Tuesday. Mr. Sigler is Chief of
Lester, Berdie Moore- and Edna Police there.
Miss Margaret McCarty.
Jarvis; Misses Margie Amoss
Eliza Nall, Atha Stallins, Jewell Chicago, is visiting her parents,
Davis, Jean Jarvis and Marietta Mr. and Mrs. N. C. McCarty,
Stallins.
Lamasco.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt,
Mayfield, were visitors here
Attend Funeral
Those from Fredonia attend- Monday and Tuesday.
Mrs. Mary B. Wise returned to
ing the funeral of Mr. Isaac Butler at Salem Sunday were Mr. Dyersburg, Tenn., today after a
and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, Mrs. visit with her cousins, Mrs. G. R.
Florence Parr and Miss Doro- Newman and Harry Long, Cave
thy Parr, Mr. C. A. Wilson, Mr. street.
Homer W. Nichols, Frankfort,
and Mrs. Loyd Wadlington, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Walker, Miss is visiting velatives here.
Mrs. James C. Landis left FriJane Belt, Miss Imogene Wigginton, Mrs. Effie Barnes, Mr. and day for Dalhart, Tex., where
Mrs. J. P. Baker and children, Sergeant Landis is stationed in
Edna and Ruby Jean.
the Army Air Corps.
T'S the waiting that gets you down...

The Leader
Congratulates

a54 little son.
Mies Mildred Lee Courtner,
Evansville, spent last week-end
with her brother, William Francis Courtner and family, of thf
Cobb community.

Personals

J

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
MORTON'S FOR YOUR
NEW SPRING

COAT and SUIT
All eyes are on our line-up of 1945 COAT stars!
Softly tailored, bright young coats to see you
smartly through Spring. Newest styles, fabrics
and colors, so exquisitely designed that they
make fashion news! Low priced in line with our
budget policy.

19.95 to 29.95

McrtoWs
Incorporated

The Friendly Store For Smart Women

he Following Stores
Will
CLOSE SATURDAY
7 P.M.

I

thinking... will you ever get home again? ...
why don't they write more often ... did Dad ever
get over that heart trouble ... is your best girl
still waiting ... will you ever get a job again ...
And then, something saves you.
Like the day the Red Cross field man got a
,table that your Dad was well.
And thetime Red Cross girlscameup with doughnuts, coffee and million-dollar American smiles.
Then Christmas came. And the Red Cross girl
,at the club made you trim a palm leaf Christmas
tree, and you all had presents and sang the old
'carols, out there in the hot tropic night.
Maybe it doesn't sound like much. The Red
'Cross does a lot of bigger things...such as collectAug blood plasma for the wounded... sending
food packages to prisoners of war... clothes for
ionmbed-out kids.
But to us, hope seems just a little nearer, be'amuse your Red Cross is with us.

February 17 to April 28
Inclusive
Goldnamer & Co.
J. C. Penney Co.
Finkel's Fair Store
McElroy & Co.
Ben Franklin Store
Federated Store
Sula and Eliza Nall
Princeton Furniture Co.
Brown Furniture Store
Wood and Murphy
L N. Lowery
Smith Feraiture Co.
MoCaslin Shoe Store

Americans: To keep at the side of your fighting men,
your Red Cross Inuit have funds. Contributions from
you are the only source of income. Millions of our
men are still far from home. They need your Red
Cross, they must have is.

,gealwked in
HARPER'S BAZAAR .
VOGUIE

/

MADEMOISELLE

GLAMOUR

CHARM

SEVENTERN

Give to the Red Cross War Fund Campaign to be launched here March 1.

Kentucky Rendering Works

tee we...wee^ea
'
,

Thursday,
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fditor Named To
Lead Democrats
Waterfield Chosen
State Director Of
Organization
Louisville, — Harry Lee Att.erfield, Clinton newspaper publisher and member of the Kentucky General Assembly, was
chosen director of organization
for the Democratic party in the
State at a meeting at Louisville
last Thursday.
The selection was made at the
first meeting of the 11-member
board of directors, recently
authorized by the 44-member
Democratic State Central Executive Committee. Charles P.
Farnsle y, Louisville attorney,
was named director of finance
Both Waterfield and Farnsley
will serve without salary.
Selection of a director of publicity was deferred. J. Lyter
Donaldson, the party's nominee
for Governor in the last election
and chairman of the State Central Committee, was selected
chairman of the board of direct-

Ton-Litter Contest
For State Hog Men

Ice Cream Barges
Ply South Pacific
Washington — With a new
type refrigerator barge, the
Army hopes to bring plenty of
ice cream, fresh meats, fruits and
vegetables to soldiers stationed
on islands in the Southwest and
Western Pacific.
The barge, known as the BRL
(Barge, Refrtgerated, Large),
has a unit which turns, out ten
gallons of ice cream every seven
minutes and an ice plant which
manufactures five tons a day.
The equivalent of 64 carloads
of frozen meats can be stored in
the eight main holds at 12 degrees above zero. Two main deck
compartments each have a capacity of about 500 measurement
tons of fresh vegetables, cheese,
eggs and other perishable produce.
ors.
The group also voted to move
Democratic State Headquarters
from Frankfort to Louisville and
accepted the bid of the Seelbach
Hotel to house the headquarters.
The board heard suggestions
for raising a party fund but took
no action.

Friday Night, Feb.16
Butler High Auditorium
"Billy's First Date"
Jimmie Clayton
Lillian Buick
Virginia Gregory
Albert Lee Page
Bobbie Clark
Lucille Salyer
Joan Blane
Mary Sue Sartin
Samuel Thomas

"The Valiant"
SENIOR CAST:
Warden Holt
Father Daley
James Dyke
Josephine Paris
Dan
An attendant

Clifton Pruett, Jr.
Jimmie Lisanby
Bob McGowail
Terry Davis
Bill Martin
Jim Pickens

Admission — 25¢ and 35¢

STOMACH ULCERs

TO EXCESS ACID
FroollookTellsof Homo Treatmeinho
Most Nob rir It Will Cost You Neia.4
over tw_o_ogitiola bottles of the W LLA4

Dug

Don't Neglect Slipping

REDUCED TO SELL

Somewhere in the Marianas—
Seabee craftsmanship has furnished Jesus Castros Salias, 16,
a serviceable aluminum hand to
replace one blown off when he
picked up a hand grenade last
fall.
Shipfitters working in an open
air shop used a plaster cast from
the right hand of the boy's brother and metal from a Japanese
propeller to do the job.
With patient skill, they engraved skin lines and molded
simulated fingernails. The artificial hand is cupped so the boy
can hold things.
Everybody 'Reads The Leader

FAST RELIEF
From Too Frequent Urination,
Backache, Run-Down Feeling
—due to irritation of the bladder
caused by excess acidity in the urine
Famous doctor's discovery acts on the
kidney. and Mae keep you from getting
up nights!
Are you suffering unnecessary discomfrom backache, burning
fort and di
urine, frequent desire to pass water?
Getting up often at night? These •rtuptoms may be caused by bladder Irritation
due to excess acid In the urine. Then try
that fartiou• doctor's discovery — DR.
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT.
Famous for many years. Swamp Root Is
• carefully blended combination of herbs,
roots, balsam and other natural ingredients. There's absolutely nothing harsh
or habit-forming In this scientific preparation. Just good ingredients that quickly
act on the kidneys to increase the flow et
urine and relieve bladder irritation and
It. uncomfortable, distressing symptoms.
You'll say its marvelous effect is wonderful!
Scud for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Lik• thousands of others you'll he glad
that you did. Send name and address to
Department F, Kilmer & Co., Inc. Box
1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Sand
at once. All druggists sell Swamp Root.

~AAA;

Attention, Farmers!

Winter Issue Of . Ky. Farm News
State Magazine
Has Wide Interest

George McKinley of Clinton
county, who planted kudzu on
an eroded piece of land, has
found a good means of checking
gulley washing.

Winter scenes are prominentDemonstrations of new types
ly displayed in the current issue
power saws for cutting trees
of
pubofficial
Kentucky,"
of "In
clearing land are of interest
and
addition
In
lication of the State.
farmers in Owen county.
to the beautiful art found in to
this issue, there are a number
More than three-fourths of the
of interesting articles of histori- 4-H club members in Hickman
car and military nature.
county have enrolled in farm and
Hambleton Tapp, noted his- home labor projects.
torian, has a story on Kentucky's
Ten acres of tobacco averaging
mightiest military engagement, more than a ton to the acre are
The Battle of Perryville, fought reported by Depp. Bros. df Metin Boyle county, October 8, 1882. calfe county.
Emery Story of Bracken counEd Templin presents a summary
of the building program carried ty reports an average production
out last year by the Department of 13.7 eggs per hen from his
of Welfare, and considers its flock of 750 layers in December
future plans for improvements. and a net income of approximateEarl Wallace, director of the ly $302.
Many farmers in Laurel counDivision of Game and Fish, stirs
the imagination of sportsmen in ty reported differences in yields
his story "Kentucky, The Happy as high as 20 bushels per acre in
Hunting Ground." Development favor of hybrid corn.
Henry Gabbard of Jackson
of Poage Settle to the Ashland
county with the help of his two
of today is traced by Max L.
children primed 564 pounds of
Spray in his article. Martha
tobacco which sold for 55 cents
Grashaw Purcell's story gives
per pound.
the
how
an authentic account of
Nine out of every 10 families
United States obtained from the
in Lee county grew Victory
Chickasaw Indians the territory
gardens last year, canning 325,now known as the Kentucky
300 quarts fruits, vegetables and
Area.
Lake
meats.
There are also stories by
Five Utopia club members in
Helen King, on the Iroquois Grayson county will feed apHunt Club, and Phil McCann, proximately six carloads of
on "A. B. Hancock, Horseman of cattle this year.
the Year." Other features inBusiness firms in Paducah
clude the reconditioning program are contributing $1,000 in prizes
at Camp Campbell, Richmond's to stimulate the setting of strawnew public library, made pos- berries in McCracken and nearsible by the generosity of the by counties.
late Mrs. James Burnam; champDenton Mack of Groves county
ions of the recent Fat Cattle set a five-acre apple orchard in
Show, the selection of a Ken- December, and plans to plant
tucky girl, Miss Venus Ramey, five acres to peaches in the
as Miss America; Private Robert spring.
Valentino's contribution to soldThe labor shortage in Oldham
ier art of World War II, and county is reported as being more
Western Kentucky's new cash severe than at any time since
crop, green pack tomatoes. All the war started.
In Whitley county, 22 4-H
articles are well illustrated.
clubs have been organized, with
Medan was the prewar capital a total enrollment of 825 memof
bers.
Sumatra.

Hogs Selling At
CEILING PRICES
We guarantee, until further notice, all smooth, fat hogs
weighing 160 lbs. to 500 lbs., will bring $14.45 per hundred, The
ceiling price, and all smooth fat sows will bring $13.70 per hun-

SULA AND ELIZA NALL
INVITE YOU
to come in

and see

their new spring suits
a n d coats recently
purchased from lead-

dred, the ceiling price.

ing markets.

We spent considerable time and money in getting the ceiling
in this territory, raised from $14.35 to $14.45.

Select

yours

now

while sizes and styles
you prefer, are avail-

Bring your hogs to Princeton Livestock Co. for the most net

Money.

able.

ve9,!.•

Princeton Livestock
Company
NUN ORDWAY, Mgr.

FROM

Symptoms of Distrosa Arising 14,4

FALSE TEETH

SOPHOMORE CAST:
Billy Baker
Judy Baker
Mrs. Caroline Baker
John Baker
Myrna Cookley
Mrs. Cookley
Barbarif Britton
Mrs. Britton
Teddie Boswell

15, 194

A Kentucky state ton-litter
TitIAATIMINT ham been sold f or 414k
contest to demonstrate good
gym wawa!'distress arising tro,usg.
slip or wabbta
Do false teeth drop,
amulet
bus.dsnai Men due to guest IQ:
or
and
laugh
finish
Sat,
and
talk,
quality
when you
feeding, type,
Pear Olgaseers, &NW or UPSet
and embarrassed lee
Don't be annoyedPANTE/LTD.
an alka.
iltalk
II•artbsoni, Sleephsem
of market hogs is announced such handicaps. powder
to 'Wrinkle On
due to limas Acid. Bold no 16 den'
(non-acid)
teeth more
false
fy.
which
keeps
from the College of Agriculture line
Illeatuage"
01111111ard's
for
Ask
plates,
your
feeling of go=Dialog lige sr...tummy—free
firmly set. Glees confident
gummy,
and Home Economics at Lex- curdy
and added comfort. NoGet FASDRUG
DAWSON'S
feeling.
STORE
gooey._ peaty teat, or
ington.
store.
WYLIE et McCLEL t AN D
TEETH today at any drug
Farmers who make litters
.10.1NA
ARISIMENIargardr6116-0201ffelferdardragJIME
Neigh a ton or more in 175 days
will receive gold certificates,
with silver certificates for owners of litters weighing 1,850
pounds and bronze certificates
for owners of litters weighing
1,700 pounds.
A show at Evansville, Ind.,
Aug. 25 will award a $25 war
bond to the owner of the best
Kentucky litter and $15 to $6 in
war stamps to owners of the
iext five litters.
Farmers planning to enter the
Visit this Store today
vntest should see their county
and take advantage of the
zgent for details. Litters should
,e entered before. April 30.
tremendous Price ReductRoy D. Rice of Mayslick,
Craft
Landing
this
on all our ready-toof
sides
ions
and
deck
LCM—The
MASSED BATTERIES OF ROCKETS COVER rockets as crewmen load racks on- the type of v1ason county, won last Aar's
Mechanized are covered with massed batteries of
wear.
big
of
weighbarrage
•ontest with a litter that
boat being used in invasions to fill the bombardment gap between the opening
.d 2,688 pounds when 165 days
ships and the actual landing of troops. (AP Wire .3hoto from Navy).
old.
Dresses — in Rayon,

Propeller Metal
Makes Hand For Boy

Akela Plays

econNorman Angell, English
Norman
omist, was born Rah%
Angell Lane.

Februar

PHONE 495

Sula and Eliza Nall

Everybody reads The Leader

Gingham, Rabbit h a ir,
Spun Rayons, Woolen and
Cotton Dresses — greatly
reduced.

and I
Ken
s Bon
Will B
Forme
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Produ
Ton
a nd WI
pi hay
ing ren

tuck)'
tereft

mredo
Apylicati
and
hand
nroir
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yingston,
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Hats, regardless of former price

ALL

50c
Coats in every style and color—at an enormous t
Reduction.

Put These Savings In War Bonds!l

The Lillie F. Murphy Store(

1TAX
PAYERS
NOTICE!
Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1944 will be
advertised and-sold. This means additional expense. Pay now and
save money.
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.
I gm compelled
to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
•
taxes to avoid advertisement.

Mitchell Gift
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky

the
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Bertrand Russell, English phi- ciologat, belongs to one of the
losopher, mathematician and so- oldest families of England.

HARD TO VALUE RETONGA
STATES MRS. FREELAND

mers On Yearly
tracts For Crop
duction, Grazing
see Valley Authority
suitable for cultivated
ay crops and pasture is
nted to farmers in the
y Lake vicinity who are
d in using the land for
oduction.
ations for rental of the
d recommendation as to
• arrangements are bedled by the Kentucky
ir Land Use Association,
ative of farmers in five
Calloway, Marshall,
•n, Lyon and Trigg.
nct is being rented for
the equivalent in soil or
I improvement, which
cases means cleaning up
and building fences.
tal contracts are for a
are renewable by mureemetit between the
and the association.
2,000 acres have been
✓ use in 1945, at an ape total rent value of
orty rental applications
tracts have been cornfor lands in Marshall
20 in Calloway, one in
d one in Livingston,
a total of 62 farmers
ntracts have been cornd approved by TVA or
e process of being ap-

Bethany, 2:00 p.m. Fri., Feb.
16, Mrs. E. L. Strong, hostess.
Otter Pond, 2:00 p.m. Tues.,
Feb. 20, Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
She Eats, Sleeps, and Feels,
hostess.
Fine Now, Says Home
Crider, 2:00 p.m.' Wed., Feb.
Owner. Tells About Her
21, Mrs. W. P. Spickard, hostess.
Case.
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m. Thurs.,
"After the wonderful relief
Feb. 22, Mrs. 0. B. Satterfield, Retonga gave me I feel like rehostess.
commending it to everybody,"
declares Mrs. N. H. Freeland,
Hall 43 Ruth St., N. E. Atlanta, Ga.,
The -Hall Homemakers met at
who is a staunch member of
o'clock Thursday afternoon
Calvary Church, a home-owner,
with Mrs. Joel Boitnott. The and
one of the best known remeeting was conducted by Mrs. sidents of her section.
Discussing
A. N. Horning, club president.
Retonga, Mrs. Freeland gratefulA lesson on the clothing situat- ly
continued:
I enjoy three good meals a day
ion, also care of shoes and purs"During the past year I surely
es, was studied. The minor pro- suffered from nervousness, poor and I am now looking after all
ject lesson concerned the New sleep, anl lack of appetite. I my housework. The sluggish eliGuinea Islands. A social how reached the point where I did not mination
is relieved too. There is
was held at which time a gift care to eat any kind of food and no
comparison in the way I
was presented by the Home De- I felt so weak at times I could feel. I wish I could
tell everymonstration Agent.
hardly look after my housework. body about Retonga."
Members present were Mes- I had to use strong laxatives unRetonga is intended to relieve
dames: Boitnott, Joe Horning, til I thought I would never be distress due to Vitamin B-1 deFlave Barnes, Walter Barnes, relieved of that trouble, and I ficiency, constipation, insufficient
Ed riarnes, Texil Edwards, Les- felt so nervous that I could flow of digestive juices in the
ter Thompson, McKinley Smith, sleep but little.
stomach, and loss of appetite.
Everett Creasey and A. N. Horn"It would be hard to value the Accept no substitute. Retonga
ing. Club adjourned to meet in relief Retonga gave me. I sleep may be obtained at DIwson's
March with Mrs. A. N. Horning. restfully and get up feeling fine. Drug Store. —adv.

a:00

SMOKE COLUMN RISES ABOVE MANILA AS AMERICANS DRIVE INTO CITY—Raging fires started' by Japanese
charges and American mortar fire cause a column of smoke to rise above the enemy-held area of Manila, capital of the
This is the first photo of Manila under battle conditions. (AP Wire photo from Signal Corps radio).
'''"'"""""""'''''''''" '""".'"""''"""'"
themselves or after or before mas (pole); beets, Crosby's Sugar); soybeans, Bansei (or
those that take longer time, but Egyptian, Detroit Dark-Red; Funk's Delicious); squash, Goldthat do not need their full spec- cabbage, Golden Acre, Copen- en Summer Straightneck (or
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky ing until they are well along. hagen Market, Wisconsin All- Acorn), Green Striped Cushaw;
sweet corn, Adams (or WhipCollege of Agriculture and
Here follows a timetable, in days, Seasons (resistant to wilt),
ple's) Early, Golden Cross BanHome Economia)
Drumhead
(or
Late
Flat
Dutch);
for
the
vegetables,
more
common
tam (or Bantam Evergreen),
MINI0101.111.11110'''''''11101111101.111118061.1.1.11•1•111•1110MMEMM11.1.0
cantaloups, Hale's Best, Tip Top
Last week, it was suggested for gardeners to use in working
Hickory King; and tomatoes,
tor Bender's Surprise); carrots,
that to make the most of garden out their won "successions" or Chantenay Model; lettuce, Break O'Day, Marglobe (or
space and effort, the fact be us- "companions." Parsnips, 200; Peas Grand Rapids (leaf), New York Rutgers).
70-110; Beans(snap), 80; Beans
(or Bibb), head; mustard, Southntracts and rent pay- ed that not all the vegetables
Jules Romains, French novelist
(pole), 90; Beans(lima), 90; Can- ern
Curled; okra, White or
handled by the Land need the whole summer to make
poet, and dramatist was born
taloupe, 100-120; Cushaws, 120- Green Velvet; onions,
"yellow"
ciation through the themselves, and that these should
Louis Farigoule.
130; Okra, 80-90; Cabbage slips,
be planted in succession among 70-85; Mustard, 60; Tendergreen, sets (or Ebenezer); parsnips,
Guernsey; peas, Alaska (or
county agent's offices at Murray 45; Lettuce, 20-30; Radish, 20-30; Radio), Laxtonian (or Gradua),
Need a
Sweet corn, 70-85; Tomato slips, Telephone;
and Benton but final approval
peppers, Ruby Giant
70-85; Squash, 90-100; Onions, (or California Wonder);
pumpof each rests with the property
100-110; Peppers, 70-80.
ack-Draught is
kins, Mammoth (or Small
management office of TVA, at
Equally important in having
ually prompt
Paris, Tenn.
ualiy thorough
the garden behave according to Airplane
Scraps
The Land Use Association, in plan
ays economical
is to use the right varieties,
co-operation with TVA, is in and
Become
Watch
Bands
here is given a list that has
the process of developing some been pleasing Kentucky
(By Associated Press)
gardengrazing areas around shallow ers
Peleliu — Pieces of 117 Japafor years. They are listed alwater portions of the lake which phabetically, and the sorts in the nese planes which littered the
are considered mosquito control order of their earliness, the "or" captured airstrip here have been
problem areas and on which ones being excellent alternatives so popular that the scrap piles
grazing of livestock will help for those they follow.
have been stripped clean.
TVA in its malaria control proBeans (snap), Red Valentine,
Watch bands made of Japanese
gram.
Stringless Greenpod (or Full metal command a high price and
These areas when fenced and Measure), Refugee; beans (pole), small instrument panels bearing
made available for rent may Kentucky Wonder (or Missouri Japanese inscriptions are particprove very attractive to farmers Wonder); beans, (lima), Hender- ularly valuable.
for summer grazing, especially son or Yopp's Bush, King of the
during periods of drought.
Garden (pole), Yopp's Christ-

THE

It's a big event...Have a Coca-Cola

XATIVE?

...or havingfun at thefamily reunion
The family beams in happy reunion as baby steps toward his dad
home on furlough. And of course there's Coca-Cola from the
family refrigerator to add its life and sparkle at the words Haves
Coke. Yes, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refresbes,—a happy
symbol of a friendly way of life.
SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

10PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

saturally hoar Coca•Cola
called try as trundly abborenattots
GA,- Mb mean the utubty prod.
uct 0 rim Catt-Col. Cutup.),

FACIAL OPENING - SAT. FEB. 17
Startinu at 10 A.A.

Free! PICTURE SHOW Fr
Featuring: "MODERN FARM MACHINERY AND SOIL CONSERVATION"
We are Authorized Dealer for the following items for the
farm and home:
tured at the right is our new building, located at 201
st Market street, Princeton, Kentucky. We are anxious

J. I. CASE FARM MACHINERY

you to see our future business home,

DIAMOND "T" TRUCKS

ARMOUR FERTILIZERS
ALFOCORN FEED
PHILCO RADIOS

e will keep a first class mechanic on duty at all times to

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

p your machinery in perfect mechanical condition. He

PHILCO FARM FREEZING UNITS

II be introduced Saturday.

ESTATE ELECTRIC-COAL AND GAS STOVES
OUR NEW BUSINESS HOME
You are cordially invited to attend thislormal opening

and extend tIs same invitation-to you every day in the year. Serving you in making the farm and home a better place to live
is our ambition.

Thu'rsda , Februar
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NEWS OF OUR
MEN.dWONEN
IN UNIFORM

Nichols Is Named
To Help Veterans
Princeton Man Appointed Councellor Under G. I. Bill Of Rights

Fredonia Soldier Is
At Home On Furlough

Pvt. L. C. Foley, Camp RobinHomer W. Nichols, Frankfort,
son, Ark., is spending a furlough
and Princeton, has been appointwith his family in Fredonia.
ed Kentucky supervisor of em• • •
ployment counselling under "G.
Hugh V. Hopper Is
I. Bill of Rights," State ManPromoted To Corporal
power Director W. H. Fraysure
Hugh V. Hopper, son of Mr. announced last weekend.
Nichols, former State director
and Mrs. Roscoe V. Hopper,
Princeton, has been promoted to of vocational education, will be
rank of corporal at Hamilton in charge of organization of an
Field, Calif., one of the Fourth extensive counselling program
Kentucky war
Air Force's Army air bases, it for returning
was announced recently. Cpl. veterans.
Among plans for carrying out
Hopper joined the Army in
program is a proposal
March, 1943, and has been stat- the State
to establish eight additional
ioned at Hamilton Field since
local offices of the United
last April.
States Employment Service,
• S•
which will co-operate with the
Lieut. Harry Joiner, Jr.
War Manpower Commission in
At Home On Leave
setting up local programs. LocaHarry Joiner, Jr., who was
tions of the new offices were not
commissioned a second lieuten- announced. There are 27 in KenFt.
Corps,
ant in the Engineer
tucky at present.
Belvior, Va., is on leave here,
MINI1111111111111p11
visiting his wife, little son,
Harry Mason, and parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Madisonville street. He will return to
Ft. Belvior, Feb. 2.4, for a six Large Apartment House
weeks' special course in con- on E. Marget street.
struction engineering, after
which he will be given an as- Brings in good revenue
signment.
at price asked.

FOR SALE

The Invasion of Epuroe broke
all records for the number of
military maps required for a
single operation, says the Army.

John E. Young
Agent

Big Corn Crop
Growing hybrid corn on about
the largest corn crops in the
history of Hancock county, says
County Agent Chas. I. Goff.
Considerable corn was sold and
85 percent of the corn acreage
the past year produced one of
more is for sale. Goff says farmers believe they would have had
a short crop on account of the
drought, had they been growing
opeh-pollinated varieties.

library Shows
Progress In '44Estab-

Negro Branch
lished, $1,639 On
Hand At End Of Year

PROCLAMATION CLASSIFIED ADS Poultry Raisers
To Meet Friday
TO THE PEOPLE:
Whereas, General George
C. Marshall, Chief-of-Staff
of the United States Army,
has called upon the women
of this country to meet the
Increasing need for medical
technicians in Army hospitals; and
Whereas, Governor Simeon
Willis has asked that the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
be responsible for securing
not less than 60 qualified
women for duty in the medical branch of the Women's
Army Corps; and
Whereas, There are more
than 20,000 wounded men
returning to the United
States each month, the recruitment of women in sufficient numbers for this
medical work to give our
wounded the proper care to
bring them back to health is
a project of vital importance;
Therefore, I, as Mayor of
Princeton, Kentucky, call upon each of you as citizens to
acquaint yourselves with the
enlistment procedure a n d
give your full support and
personal effort to this program, to the end that we may
take pride in the knowledge
of our having met this crisis.
Feb. 12, 1945.
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor.

Report of the board of trustees of the George Coon Memorial Library, read at Monday's session of the City Council, showed establishment of a
branch library for use and benefit of Negroes here and appropriation of $600 for its maintenance.
Mrs. Frank G. Wood, chairman, Mrs. Aylene Akin, secretary-treasurer, Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, Dr. B. L. Keeney and C.
Mills Wood comprise the board
of library trustees.
Total 1944 receipts for the
library amounted to $4,615.03,
the report showed, with disbursements of $2,982.94. Balance
in the treasury at the end of the Cattle Market Steady
year was $1,632.09, including
Cattle sold about steady com$677.99 from 1943. The session pared with a week ago on the
was attended by Mayor W. L. Princeton Livestock Market
Cash and all councilmen.
Monday, it was reported by
Dugan Ordway, manager. All
fat hogs 160 pounds and up fold
at ceiling prices. Total sold was
749 head. Baby beeves topped
at $14; No. 2 veals, $16.60, and
hogs, $14.45.

SELL YOUR TOBACCO
Where Neighbors Sell
with

Moss, Heltsley and Frankel
(BURLEY AND DARK TOBACCO)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets
Phone 794
You will receive courteous treatment and the highest market
price for your tobacco.
(Dewey Scott, of Kuttawa, will be on the floor at all times to
Receive)

BBefore the American Revolution, Philadelphia was the cecond
y
4-t
* i I
ire.

STORE HOURS VE

O.P.A.ODD LOT
RELEASE
Ration Free From Feb. 19 To March 3,
1945, Inclusive

Limited Quantity
Men's and Ladies'Odd Lot

SHOES•
Priced 25 Off
Regular Prices

1

FOR SALE—Two brood sows.
W. J. Wadlington, Route 3,
4 mi. from McGowan station,
1
/
ltp.
or phone 2905.

College Of Agriculture
Leader To Discuss Problems And Outlook

"The important place poultry
and egg production has in our
food production program and its
influence on farm income, justifier, care and attention of poultry
flocks," Mr. Graham said.
All interested flock owners
are invited to attend the meet-

Meeting Clay Chapter
Clay Chapter No. 28 will
a called meeting 7:30 F
evening; Feb. 16th. to confer
Royal Arch degree. Comp
please aftend.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest,
G. W. Towery, Secretary.

FOR BATTERIES AND BATing.
J. E. Humphery, field agent in
The first American theater yi
TERY CHARGING—co m e to
Agriculture
of
Sales,
College
Auto
Princeton
poultry,
us.
The autoornbile speed record opened in Charleston, S.
Washington street, Princeton. and Home Economics, will meet in 1903 was one mile in 55 second 1736.
1tc.
Phone 87.
with poultry raisers of the ormawswormaik"
FOR INCOME TAX RETURNS court in the county agent's of—See K. R. Cummins, Office fice Friday sight at 7:30 o'clock
over Wood Drug Store.. ltc. to discuss the poultry outlook,
and individual poultry
JUST RECEIVED—Pan-Ameri- general
Agent J. F.
can wallpaper samples; Limit- problems, County
ed amount of cheap patterns Graham said Tuesday.
Poultry and eggs are major
to each agent. See my wide
- of income on some
sources
are
stocks
while
collection
complete. R. B. Williams. Cor- Caldwell county farms, and
constitute an important source
nick Oil Co.
Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
of income on many of the farms,
FOR RENT—Office room over
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
W. Market at. Red Front Store.
to help Hasten Victory.
Modern conveniences. Phone
1tp.
251.
will remove your dead stock prOmptly.

Soldiers On The
Home Front

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

We
Call us collect.

WANTED—To buy late model
Ford or Plymouth; must be in
good condition. Write P. 0. Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
Box 325. Princeton, Kentucky. trouble to help loosen and expel
1 tf germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
State price.
to soothe and heal raw, tender, InFREE: If Excess acid causes you flamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indi- a bottle of Creomulsion with the unyou must like the way it
derstanding
Belching,
gestion, Heartburn,
quickly allays the cough or you are
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains, to
have your money back.
get free sample, Udga, at Daw23-25tp
son Drug Store.
FOR SALE-1934 model Chevrolet, good tires; 1937 model
Graham, tires fair; one extra
large refrigerator„ hospital or
hotel size; stoves of every
kind; 200 iron beds, and furniture of all kinds; nice dressers,
dining tables, chairs, rockers;
also boots, shoes, and clothing
for men, women and children.
Bicycles, tools and auto parts;
everything in the used line.
4tc.
J. F. Morgan

Thursday, Feb. 22nd

2 Room Dwelling, N. Darby

Telephone -- David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423 - Day, and 449 - Night

Residential Building costs have reached a new all-time high. This means
that last year's Fire and Extended Coverage Insurance probably doesn't
begin to cover the costs of replacing your home today.
If your home is Frame—Approved Roof—Standard Foundation, your cost
$5.62
_______
per $1,000 Insurance will be
_____
1.13
Yearly Savings, or Dividend
4.49
Annual premium per $1,000, with this agency

from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. at the

John E. Young,

Cummins Insurance Agency

West of Princeton, Ky.

gram of your hearing. In 20
minutes you can see just how
much your hearing has slipped, and whether or not you
need a hearing aid. There is
no charge or obligation for
consultation or tests.

C. L. Schmidt
Certified Sonotone Consultant
Sonotone Of Evansville
609 Citizens Nat'l. Bank Bldg.
Evansville, 17, Ind.

Mew

Phones: Office 520J — Home,530W

AGENT
Telephone 25
PRINCETON, KY.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
Phone 25

TOP-0 HAMBURGER SPREAD
Delicious
more.

Spread which makes any hamb urger taste good and makes you want
jar Sc.

Tropical Sandwich

COOKIES

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

(
bulk lb. 13

SOAP

Don't Be Caught With Your
Tires Down
Tire Quotas

Cut 13%
•

29(

K.
Drain.
tots
vote of

be CM
School
of 23 At.
with UM
coe
an ou
441 Club
of
at its
34won
o
of
county
The year
Club
style
*mit
won the
, at
Prize
later w
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awarded
4-II
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Clu
for.

During her
has

(
2 lb. jar 15

MARMALADE
Strikalite .

MATCHES 6 boxes 23¢ box

itft

(
1 lb. jar 29

COFFEE
PEANUT BUTTER

•

•

s' Last Well
TIRE BUILDERS
Beesley Bldg.
211 N. Harrison St.

WHEAT

lg. 8 oz. pkg. (
7

Genuine pure Florida Guava

JELLY

1 lb. jar 28It

' 1 .05
MOLASSES No. 5 container
Sun Maid Puffed Seeded

2 lb. jar at

RAISINS

11(
2 lbs. 25‘

15 oz. pkg.

California

RED BEANS

(
17 oz. jar 10

Naas Supreme

47

TOMATO CATSUP 14 oz. btl.
Sauer

DRIED FIGS
Dainty Pancake

FLOUR

20 oz. pkg. (
7

Fig Bar

qt. glass jar 18

KRAUT

GRADE "A" RUBBER
(We fortunately had a good supply of this
topnotch FIRESTONE quality rubber when curtailment came:)
BUT THE STOCK CAN'T LAST FOREVER,
SO GET GRADE "A" RECAPS NOW, APPLIED
BY OUR . FAMOUS NO HEAT-ON me *DEWALLS METHOD.
And don't worry about changing your tires, "We'll take them off and "putum" back free.
Guaranteed tire and tube vulcanizing, new
tires all sizes.
'

cake

Country Sorghum

(regular or drip)

Today's

Vida

Giant Puffed

Holston Citrus

SestAon's Homogenized

So this, Mister. There won't be nearly
enough tires to go arou d.
EVEN IF YOU C N'T GET THE CERTIFICATE, IT'S RECAP-OR SE. And if you're smart,
you'll RECAP NOW WITH TOUGH

Phone 559

(lg. 44 oz. can)

Gayla Beauty

Scott County

U.

and
achieve
to the
env&
of
mode the
Club

E. Main at.

CAKES

.

Tex-Sun

jfl
(
bulk lb. 19

Molasses Coffee

So What

Wei
tint

Craw,
of Mr

If you own your home, you need to know that

4 Room Dwelling, N. Darby

PRINCETON

of the
roe

1
J.)

MATCH INSURANCE TO RISING
PRICES NOW!

5 Room Dwelling on Franklin
Street

163 Acre Farm about 8 miles

Di

COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

DON'T HOLD THE BAG!

For Sale

HENRIETTA
HOTEL

•cites
Ro
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FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or IC.
R Cummins, Telephone 441
or 520-J.
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Kentucky Rendering Works

CREOMULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis

Everybody reads The Leader

I will gladly make an audio-
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Mr. Graham said.

15, 19

CAKES

bulk lb.

19(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Sun Kist

Tender red Florida

LEMONS

lb. 12C

360 size

NEW POTATOES

New and Green
Any Size

CABBAGE

4
lb. (

Sweet ealltiarats

CARROTS

bunch

7t

Texas Seedless

GRAPEFRUIT
Fresh

ORANGES
ONIONS

lb.
4

(
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Fresh and erten

5 lbs. 33
(
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RADISHES

bunch 5f

Fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meat. More for
your Money all the time.
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